Scan2x
Solution
Easy. Secure. Reliable.

Scanning just got serious.
Scan2x intelligently recognises different types of
documents and processes them in a timely,
effective and reliable manner.
This means that your team simply has to walk up
to the Scan2x system, scan the document and walk
away. The job is done, the document is reliably
scanned and it will start its traceable journey to
its destination.

The Scan2x Solution
Technology should make your business
processes simpler.
And that is exactly what Scan2x has been built to do, by
streamlining scanning and document management into one
easy-to-use process. It couldn't be easier.
Scan2x presents new-generation scanning technology that's
intelligent enough to know what it is scanning.
For instance, if an invoice is scanned Scan2x knows that this
needs to be forwarded straight to your Accounts Department
for payment to be scheduled. Invoice line items can be
extracted and posted into your business application for
further processing, and notiﬁcations can conditionally be
sent to interested parties. All in one streamlined action.
This cutting-edge technology is all about making your
documents work harder for you. This will allow your users to
get on with running the business, safe in the knowledge that
the tedious task of document capture is taking care of itself.

What will Scan2x bring to
your business?
Accountability. Wondering how that document got into

the system? With Scan2x you will know exactly who has
scanned what, at all times. This means your documents
can be traced straight back to the person who ﬁrst
captured it, and makes them accountable for its
introduction. With businesses facing such stringent
regulatory checks today, this will help to make your
systems completely transparent and will give you total
peace of mind.

Simplicity. Worried about how different members of

your team will cope with the addition of a new scanning
system? Don't be. Scan2x takes the decision-making out
of each scanning process by doing all the thinking for
you. All you need to do is select the job you wish to
complete and the automatic settings kick in, making the
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right scanner settings, reading the correct
information from the document and saving to
one or more destinations. All automatically.

Customisation. Whatever your business,

Scan2x can be built to match. It has been
tailored to meet the intricate requirements of
a multi-national ﬁnancial institution, and
pared right down to suit the needs of small
online start-up.

Fault Tolerance & Bandwidth
Optimisation. Document scanning can

generate very large ﬁles, and saving these to
a central location can quickly consume
bandwidth. Furthermore, scanning documents
as part of your business process creates
exposure to process delays due to server or
network failure. Scan2x has a built-in output
queue that handles infrastructure failure,
while award-winning iHQC PDF compression
from IRIS achieves up to x50 reduction in
scan size.

Cutting-edge features that enhance
efﬁciency. Scan2x can be taught to

recognise everything from passports and ID
cards to bank statements and invoices, using
industry-leading IRIS OCR, Forms
Recognition, 1D/2D Barcode Recognition,
Cheque MICR functionality and Optical Mark
Recognition (for multiple-choice exams,
questionnaires, surveys etc). Automated
database and web service queries can be
used to perform checks in real time.

Scan2x was created out of a need
to simplify how users interact with
document management systems.
By presenting clear buttons that
relate directly to business tasks,
Scan2x is able to have your
documents maximize value and
efﬁciencies in your business.
Let us help make your documents
work for you. Get in touch today.

